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Abstract— Active Elements (AEs), an extension of user-
empowered programmable (active) routers, provide support for
multimedia distribution in collaborative environments. They can
be organized in distributed systems to mitigate the scalability
problem for very bandwidth and/or processing power demanding
distribution patterns. We present a prototype implementation
of Active Elements based on JXTA peer-to-peer framework. As
shown in this paper, the AEs are flexible enough to be used
for distributing high-definition uncompressed video, while also
providing additional processing possibilities when distributing
lower bandwidth streams like compressed HDV video streams.

I. INTRODUCTION

The general problem of synchronous (on-line or interactive)
processing lies in providing environment with as low latency
of processing and data distribution as possible. We are building
user-empowered network support for synchronous multi-point
data distribution, that is both scalable to support a large
number of clients and also robust with respect to outage
of network links and other elements inside the network.
This research extends our development of active router and
reflectors, providing a general Active Element concept based
on similar ideas and principles.

Distribution of multimedia data over IP network leads to
a multicast schema. However, as the native multicast solution
is not always reliable or even available, other distribution
schemes were developed following approach of multicast
virtualization. They are usually based on a central distribution
unit—a reflector, like the H.323 Multi-point Control Unit
(MCU)—that may be organized into a cascade (network) when
a higher number of clients needs to be supported. The cascade
of H.323 MCUs is usually statically configured and does
not offer a user-empowered approach. Another well known
example of multicast-like schema is the distribution used in the
Virtual Room Videoconferencing System (VRVS) [1]. This is
provided as a service and user data traffic is managed by VRVS
administrators. The successor of VRVS called Enabling Virtual
Organizations (EVO) [2]—is based on self-organization of
system of reflectors, again not empowering the end-user with
tools to change the distribution topology. There are also other
simpler UDP packet reflectors available like rcbridge [3], [4],
reflector [5], and Alkit Reflex [6].

The paper is organized as follows: Section II briefs Active
Elements (AEs) approach, Section III summarizes our collab-
orative tool based on high-definition (HD) video, Section IV

describes results of using AEs for uncompressed HD video
distribution while Section V deals with distribution and pro-
cessing of compressed HDV streams, and Section VI contains
concluding remarks and future work outline.

II. ACTIVE ELEMENTS

Real-time virtual collaboration needs a synchronous mul-
timedia distribution network that operates at high capacity
and low latency. Such a network can be composed of inter-
connected service elements—so called Active Elements (AEs)
[7]. They are a generalization of the user-empowered pro-
grammable reflector that is a programmable network element
replicating and optionally processing incoming data usually
in the form of UDP datagrams, using unicast communication
only. If the data is sent to all the listening clients, the number
of data copies is equal to the number of the clients, and the
limiting outbound traffic grows with n(n − 1), where n is
the number of sending clients. The reflector runs entirely in
user-space and thus it works without need for administrative
privileges on the host computer, which can be understood as
implementation of user-empowered principle.

The AEs add networking capability, i. e. inter-element com-
munication, and also capability to distribute its modules over
a tightly coupled cluster. Only the networking capability is
important for scalable environments discussed in this paper.
The network management is implemented via two modules
dynamically linked to the AE in run-time: Network Manage-
ment (NM) and Network Information Service (NIS) as shown
in Figure 1. The NM takes care of building and managing the
network of AEs, joining new content groups and leaving old
ones, and reorganizing the network in case of link failure. NIS
gathers and publishes information about the specific AE (e. g.
available network and processing capacity), about the network
of AEs, about properties important for synchronous multime-
dia distribution (e. g. pairwise one-way delay if available or
RTT otherwise, estimated link capacity), and also information
on content and available formats distributed by the network.

For the out-of-band control messages, the AE network uses
self-organizing principles already successfully implemented in
common peer to peer (P2P) network frameworks, namely for
AE discovery, available services and content discovery, topol-
ogy maintenance, and also for control channel management.
The P2P approach satisfies requirements on both robustness



Fig. 1. Architecture of Active Element with Network Management and
Network Information Service modules.
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and user-empowered approach and its lower efficiency has
no significant negative impact as it routes administrative data
only. In prototype implementation, this has been implemented
using JXTA P2P substrate [8].

A. Re-balancing and Fail-Over Operations

The topology and use pattern of any network changes
rather frequently, and these changes must be reflected in the
overlay network, too. We consider two basic scenarios: (1)
re-balancing is scheduled due to either use pattern change or
introduction of new links and/or nodes, i. e. there is no link or
AE failure, and (2) a reaction to a sudden failure. In the first
scenario, the infrastructure re-balances to a new topology and
then switches to sending data over it. On the contrary, a sudden
failure in the second scenario is likely to result in packet loss
(for unreliable transmission like UDP) or delay (for reliable
protocols like TCP), unless the network distribution model
has some permanent redundancy built in. The probability of
failure of a particular link or AE is rather small, despite high
frequency of failures in global view of large networks. Thus
the two fold redundancy might be sufficient for majority of
applications, and the redundancy may be increased for the
most demanding applications.

B. Data Distribution in Network of AEs

Separation of control plane from data distribution plane
allows for modular implementation of distribution models with
different properties. We have studied a number of different
data distribution models for the AE network [7], which feature
different performance to robustness properties:

• 2D full mesh—the simplest model which features very
high robustness so that AE outage only influences the
clients that are directly connected; it also minimizes
number of hops inside the overlay network,

• 3D layered mesh—this model improves performance over
the 2D model while retaining the recovery behavior
and minimization of number of hops inside the overlay
network,

• 3D layered mesh with intermediate AEs—additional im-
provement over the 3D layered model, which can be seen
as a transition to spanning trees,

• redundant (minimum) spanning trees—the model which
allows maximum flexibility, efficient recovery from the
network outages, allows optimizing data distribution with
respect to saturation of lines; extension to multiple pre-
computed redundant spanning trees brings about capabil-
ity of very fast recovery.

III. HIGH-DEFINITION INTERACTIVE COLLABORATIVE
ENVIRONMENTS

A. Uncompressed High-Definition Video Transport

Enabled by current high-speed networks, high-definition
(HD) video transmissions have become an essential tool for
many applications. Providing truly interactive collaborative
environment is still very challenging, because it requires
severe limitations on processing to achieve acceptable level
of interactivity (ideally less than 100 ms) and thus use of
uncompressed video is the most convenient. That however
imposes high demands on underlying networking infrastruc-
ture especially for multi-point data distribution, as each video
stream has 1.5 Gbps. During 2005, we have developed and
successfully demonstrated a prototype of low latency multi-
site collaborative environment based on uncompressed HD-
SDI video according to the SMPTE 292M standard [9].

The whole system comprises two basic parts: client ap-
plications and network distribution and processing. We have
developed the client tools based on DVS Centaurus1, Chelsio
10 GE cards and UltraGrid software by Colin Perkins and
Ladan Gharai [10], extending it with full 1080i HD support
(1920×1080 resolution; previously only lower 720p resolution
was supported) and full software display [11] including field
de-interlace algorithm and color space down-sampling.

The network distribution requires some service for multi-
point distribution in order to supply data from each participant
to all the other participants. To remove dependency on native
multicast, we are relying on virtual multicast implemented
by the AEs. We have demonstrated it’s usability over 10 GE
networks where each AE was able to duplicate each 1.5 Gbps
stream on common dual-AMD64 PC from one partner to two
other partners.

B. HDV Compressed High-Definition Video Transport

HDV [12] is a proprietary MPEG-2 based compression
scheme developed by SONY and JVC that is transmitted in the
MPEG-TS envelope over the IEEE-1394 interface in a similar
way to the DV format for standard definition resolution.
The resolution of the video is 1440×1080, with 50 or 60

1http://www.dvs.de/english/products/oem/centaurus.
html



interlaced fields per second, 8-bit color space, 4:2:0 color
space sampling, and 60:1 inter-frame compression resulting in
approximately 25 Mbps video stream. We have implemented
a tool [13] for FreeBSD 5/6 to read HDV data sent over the
IEEE-1394 interface. The data are then rendered using the
VideoLAN Client (VLC) tool [14] and sent over the network
either using VLC or some other tools like netcat [15].
Because of the MPEG-2 format the HDV transmission suf-
fers from higher latency; end-to-end latency measured using
laboratory setup described above is as high as 1.9 s, leaving
this transport mostly for unidirectional applications like HD
streaming only.

IV. AES FOR UNCOMPRESSED HD DISTRIBUTION

A. Performance of AEs

We have made several tests to measure the performance of
the AE with respect to size of UDP packets used for video
transmission. As a testbed we have used two back-to-back
connected dual AMD64 computers with 10 GE Chelsio T110
LR NIC cards in 133 MHz PCI-X slots. The following three
software components were running on two computers:

• computer A: UDP packet generator providing a UDP
stream to computer B at a given bit rate consisting of
packets of a desired size,

• computer B: AE receiving the UDP stream from the
computer A and replicating it into the two equivalent
output streams which are sent back to the computer A,

• computer A: two packet analyzers running in parallel
capable of detecting lost and out-of-order packets and
average bit rate received from AE on the computer B;
each analyzer examines one stream.

Fig. 2. AE performance with respect to packet size.
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Performance measurement results of the AE are shown in
the Figure 2. Exact numbers describing some key points from
the graph are summarized in Table I: (a) gives maximum
bandwidth of a single stream with packet loss <0.01% with
respect to packet size in use, while (b) gives packet loss with

respect to bandwidth of a single stream given 8,500 B packet
size, which we have chosen as a standard for our uncom-
pressed HD application. The performance evaluation confirms
the necessity to use Jumbo Ethernet frames for the AE to
be able to replicate uncompressed HD-SDI video streams at
1.5 Gbps. Setting appropriate MTU on all the hosts and all over
the path is the only part that requires administrative privileges,
thus violating the user-empowered paradigm.

TABLE I
PERFORMANCE OF THE ACTIVE ELEMENT.

(a)
packet size max. bandwidth

[B] [Mbps]
100 100
500 300

1500 400
3000 800
6000 1700
9000 2000

(b)
bandwidth packet loss CPU load
[Mbps] [%] [%]
1800 0.0 52
1900 0.0 55
2000 0.0099 60
2100 0.037 76
2200 1.74 80
2300 7.07 84

B. Real-World Performance
The HD transport together with AE for data distribution has

been demonstrated during iGrid 2005 workshop [11] (CZ101
and US127 demos) and at SC 2005 conference. Because no
more than 3 sites were participating, there was no real need to
build the network of AEs. However, in order to demonstrate
feasibility of this approach, we have also built a 3D layered
mesh of AEs with one intermediate AE where AE cascading
was used for multiplicating one stream to one site in multiple
copies, so that one site saw one stream multiple times. Because
a single AE running on a high-end machine is unable to create
more than two copies of the data at 1.5 Gbps because of traffic
limitations on given hardware, a AE network is required for
supporting more than 3 sites, which is not very efficient.

We also had to solve a problem with bursty HD traffic,
which lead to loss of many packets due to the implicit thread
switching. The original AE implementation used two different
threads—one for the network listener and the second for
sender. With implicit thread switching, the listener thread
could have been stopped and the sender thread activated
regardless of whether more data were coming. The current
implementation gives explicit precedence to the listener which
yields its precedence to the sender only when no more data
are to be read. The only negative outcome we have observed
with this approach is higher CPU load on the AE.

V. AES FOR HDV DISTRIBUTION

The high processing capacity of the AE can be also used for
other purposes, e. g. for traffic shaping in case of very bursty



data distribution with otherwise only moderate bandwidth
requirements. We demonstrate this potential on the distribution
of bursty HD traffic in the HDV format.

The HDV stream is highly compressed, requiring only
25 Mbps bandwidth. However, the HDV data generated by
commonly used tools are very bursty, with peeks almost
20 times above the theoretical bandwidth requirements. Bursti-
ness is introduced by the sending application—either VLC
(Figure 3a) or even worse using netcat (Figure 3b).

Fig. 3. Bursty traffic produced by HDV transport with VLC (a) and netcat
(b). Traffic after smoothing by AE is shown in (c). Horizontal axes show time
and vertical axes show number of packets received at each time instant.
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We have enabled a traffic smoothing module in the AE
for smoothing based on sliding average of the incoming
bandwidth. The resulting data flow is very smooth with no
bursts at all as shown in Figure 3c. The penalty for this is small
increase of transmission latency (depending on burst charac-
teristics and smoothing interval, ranging from tens to hundreds
milliseconds) because of packet buffering. The observable
advantage of having smooth data flows is the receiving VLC
being capable of rendering the stream with close to zero image
defects, which is impossible for bursty streams above 10 Mbps.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper the Active Element and networks of AEs
have been introduced to provide a flexible multi-point data
distribution environment. We have discussed the advantages
of this solution and we have described the processing power,
robustness and fail-over capabilities.

Further, the AEs were used to support a simple collabo-
rative environment based on the HD video transmission. The
flexibility of our approach has been demonstrated on using

the same elements (only with different configuration) for the
distribution of uncompressed HD video streams with 1.5 Gbps
stressing the data duplication capacity of the AEs, and for
the distribution of bursty HDV traffic, where the smoothing
extreme traffic bursts again shown processing capacity of the
AEs—in this case as traffic shapers. Though not very efficient,
we also demonstrated that AE network can support higher
number of clients even with the uncompressed HD streams.

The future work will be focused on supporting real multi-
point distribution of high speed multimedia streams. This is
required when a larger number of clients must be connected,
either because of higher number of participating sites or
because each site sends multiple HD video streams (e. g. vi-
sualization and videoconferencing, stereoscopic streams etc.).
We will also continue developing the concept of distributed AE
to provide scalable multi-point replication of high demanding
data.
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